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General Instructions : 

1. All the questions are compulsory.   
2. Visit the website www.srvmschools.org to answer the questions. 

3. Student will fill the details on answer sheet and write the test during the above given schedule. 
4. The time of the Half yearly examination-2020 will be 9:00 a.m to 12:45 p.m . 

5. The full marks will be 80 for each subject. Each question paper contains 20% objective type 
questions (MCQ)  and 20% case based or sources based MCQ questions of 1 mark each  and 40% 
subjective type questions.  

6. The password protected question paper will be downloaded from school Website 
(https://srvmschools.org/)   by the students. A key will be provided to the students before 15 
minutes of the examination schedule on the date of examination to unlock the question paper on 
WhatsApp Group. 

7. The Students will write the test on Answer sheet provided by the school. The answers written by 
the students during the scheduled test date and time will be considered final. After the scheduled 
time, no other record of answer by the students will be taken into consideration for final 
evaluation.  

8. A link will be provided by the school for posting of online attendance by uploading the photo of 
first page of filled answer sheet by the student before 5 minutes of the examination on all 
examination days. It is compulsory for the students of VI,VII and VIII to remain live on  video  
during the first hour of  examination on all examination days. Students muting the video will be 
treated as absent.   All the students must wear school uniform during the examination.  

9. After writing the paper, the student will record the completion attendance till 12:45p.m without fail. The 
link for attendance will be available from 9:00 a.m to 12:45 p.m only. 

10. The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes  have to be used 
by the candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will 
not write any answer on the answer- book and the question paper.  Write in neat and clean handwriting.  

11. For assistance, the class teachers may be contacted. 
 

                                            SECTION-A (READING )                                        20 marks 
1 .Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:        (1x8=8) 
 
There are five people at our table, including myself. I’ve already learnt a great deal about them in 
the short time we have been at sea, although we rarely meet except at meal times. First of all, 
there is Dr Stone, my favourite, I must confess. He is a man of about sixty-five, with grey hair and 
a humorous face. He gave up his practice a short while ago and is now travelling around the world 
before he retires to some quiet country village. During the day, he sits on the deck reading or else 
gazes out to sea through an old-fashioned telescope. 
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Then there is “grandmother”. I call her that because I cannot recall her name. In spite of being a 
grandmother, she looks remarkably young, not more than forty-five. She is on her way to visit a 
daughter who emigrated to Australia some years ago. Naturally, she is very excited at the thought 
of seeing her again and her three grandchildren whom she has never seen. 
Then there is a man I do not care for very much, the engineer by the name of Barb. He has been 
on leave in England and is now returning to his work in Singapore. He seems to be full of energy; 
he swims or plays tennis, the best part of the day. I have never in my life met a man with such a 
loud laugh. 
The other person who sits at our table is Mrs Hunt. I have found out hardly anything about her. 
She is extremely quiet and rarely talks, except to consult the doctor about her children’s various 
ailments. She is on her way to join her husband in India. 
 
On the basis of your reading of the above passage, choose the correct option from the 
ones given. Write the correct option in your answer sheet: 
(i) Dr Stone is travelling round the world because ____ _____. 
A) he likes meeting people                          
B) he is having a holiday before he retires 
C) he wants to visit the places he knew in the past         
D) he enjoys travelling abroad 
 
(ii) The writer calls the second person at the table “grandmother” because______________. 
A) she looks old                                                               
B) she has three grandchildren 
C) he has not been told her name                          
D) he has forgotten her name 
 
iii) The narrator is fond of ______________. 
A) grandmother                              B) Dr Stone                                        
C) Mrs. Hunt                                  D) Barb 
 
 iv) Barb is a person who is very ______________. 
  A) lively                                              B) lazy                                                  
  C) arrogant                                        D) cynical 
 
 v) Mrs. Hunt is _____________ 
  A) Laughable                                    B) foolish                                            
  C )extrovert                                      D) reserved 
 
vi) Dr. Stone is seen ______________. 
A) reading                                         B) travelling                                                       
C) reading or gazing out to sea        D) sleeping 
 
 
vii) The word ‘remarkably’ in the above context means ______________. 
A) attractively                                   B) quite 
 B) noticeably                                   D) extraordinary 
 
viii).He is a man of about 65 with grey hair and _______ face. Complete this sentence.  
. A) pale 
  B) dull 
  C) humorous 
  D) none of these 
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2. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:      
 
Physical health affects the mind and vice-versa. Which of the two is the more important is like 
asking the age-old question: what comes first, the chicken or the egg. For our present subject, let 
us be clear that a sound mind in a sound body is prerequisites for high efficiency and good quality 
work in the office, factory or field, which lead to a sense of achievement and fulfilment. 
2. Our health is, of course, important not only to us but also to our families and even to our 
employers. No wonder then that companies everywhere have a stake in the health and fitness of 
their employees and are willing to spend considerable money towards this purpose. Japanese 
companies particularly excel in this and the more successful among them start off the day with a 
body bending and stretching session and even singing the company song designed to promote 
loyalty and motivation among the workforce! This is considered an important factor contributing to 
high productivity and quality. Here is a lesson which has been emulated elsewhere in the world 
and could work wonders in India. It is estimated that some 20,000 American firms have 
established in-house health clubs. Typical of these is the soft drink manufacturer. Pepsi Cola 
which has spent about $2 million in setting up a health club at its head office in New York State. 
Such expenditure has proved to be a wise investment in achieving better efficiency and higher 
productivity. It has, indirectly, also helped reduce the premium on the health insurance of its staff. 
This business has grown so large that hundreds of consultancies have sprung up for the 
management of health clubs and fitness centres. In some cases, there is a nominal contribution by 
the employees on the premise that they will value and use the facilities all the more. Some 
insurance companies have teamed up with employers in such ventures as better health 
contributes to a longer life and hence more premium! Though many firms in India have generous 
medical schemes, the movement towards health clubs and the like is yet to gain momentum. 
 
Answer the following questions briefly:.                                            (2×4=8) 
(i)What are prerequisites for high effect and good quality work? 
(ii) How do Japanese companies ensure loyalty and motivation? 
(iii) What do you mean by ‘wise investment’? 
(iv) Why do companies have health clubs? 
(v) What does it mean by saying that “the idea of having health clubs in companies is  
       yet to gain momentum?                                             .                                      (1) 
 

a) That the idea of having health clubs in companies is not very popular in India. 
b) That the idea of having health clubs in companies is very popular in India. 
c) Neither a nor b 
d) Both a and b 

 
vi) Japanese companies are particularly excellent in which thing?                 (1) 

a) To take care of the health of their employees  
b) To take care of the fitness of their employees 
c) Both of these 
d) None of these 

 
(vii) Why do companies take care of their employees’ health?                  (1) 

    a)to get high productivity.             
    b)to get quality  
.   c) both of these  
.   d) none of these 
 (viii) What is directly affected by physical health?                                         (1) 

a) health                  b) work                c) sleep        d)none of these  
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            SECTION- B (WRITING AND GRAMMAR  )                   (30 marks) 

  3.Write a story with the following beginnings:-                                     (10)                                                              

.       The clock had just struck eleven, and it was the third time that Ritu thought she  
        heard a tap on the window……………….. 

                                                                    Or  

.       Days of result ___Rashi nervous and tense __ mother encourages___ Rashi   
        returns from school ___ upset __ disheartened___ one day in the garden ____  

4. Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper expressing your concern about  
    environmental pollution and express your willingness to do something to change  
    the situation.                                                                                                         (8) 

5. Choose the correct option:-                          .   .                               ( 1x12=12) 

 i) The price of these items ___ risen. 

    a) have              b) were               c) has             d) none of these 

 ii) Complete the sentence by using ‘infinitive’ verb. 
          I can’t afford ______ out as I don’t have any money . 

     a) has eaten                    b) to eat             c) ate          d) none of these   

 iii) _____you please pass the butter ? 

      a) must                   b)might                     c) could          d) none of these 

iv) He threw a quick glance ____ the clock. 

      a) at                       b) onto                 c) on               d)none of these 

v) Amit was lying _____ the grass reading a book. 

 .   a)on                                b)in      .                    c) inside          d) off 

vi) Reema would like her book back. Identify the kind of determiner in underlined  

     word. 

     a)demonstrative              b)possessive           c)quantifiers     d) ordinal 

 vii) Would you like ______ more tea? 

a) little                            b) a few                    c) a little          d) the few 

viii) Would you mind speaking _____ words to the students? 

.   a) a little                           b) little                      c) few             d) a  few 

ix) Either you tell her the truth ----- I will. 

.  a)  nor               b) or                              c) and                         d) but 

 

 X) Do you think_____  of sugar would be enough for such a big cake? 

   a) half kilo             b) half a kilo       c)  half kilo  a            d)  none of these  
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 Xi) Which one is an example of ‘gerund’ in these sentences ? 

a) He loves solving cross puzzles. 

b) Arouse by shouting I went out to see what was happening.  

c) Having completed his work ,he switched on the TV. 

d) none of these 

xii) Which one is an example of passive voice ? 

.            The thief stole the jewels. 

  a) The jewels were stolen by the thief.    

  b) The  jewels  was stolen by the thieves. 

 c)  The jewels are stolen by the thieves.     

 d) none of these  

 

 

                                       SECTION-C( LITERATURE )                                 (30marks) 
6. Read the extract and answer the questions.                                                    (1×4=4) 

                                     
At last by starvation and famine made bold, 

All dripping with wet, and all trembling with cold, 

Away he set off to a miserly ant, 

To see if, to keep him alive, he would grant.  

 
Multiple Choice Questions 
i). Who was suffering from starvation and famine ? 
(a) the Ant 
(b) the Cricket 
(c) the poet 
(d) a man  
ii) Why was he dripping with wet ? 
(a) It was raining hard. 
(b) He had dived in a pond. 
(c) He had no shelter. 
(d) He had taken a bath. 
iii) What did he expect to get from the miserly ant ? 
(a) good advice 
(b) food 
(c) shelter 
(d) food and shelter. 
 iv)What does the word ‘grant mean? 
(a) kind 
(b) generous 
(c) take 
(d) give 
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7. Choose the correct option:-                                                         (1×4=4)                            
i)Katchal is a/an 

  A) island                            B) country               C) archipelago              D) none of these 

ii) How was Meghna saved ? 

   A) by an aeroplane           B) by a helicopter         C) by a rope                 D) none of these 

iii)What was the name of the desert where camel lived? 
    A)Sahara desert              B) Thar desert                   C) Howling desert        D)none of these 
 
iv)Who was the in charge of the desert ? 

A) Lion                           B) devil                          C) djinn                                    D) wolf 
                                                     

8. Answer the following questions in 30 -40 words.         (Any three)                        (2×3=6) 

   i) What were the warning signs that both Tilly and her mother saw? 

. ii) Who was Chunilal? What did he want from Bepin Babu? 

   iii) Why had Velu run away from home ? 

   iv) What made the dog, the horse and the ox very angry? 

 

9. Answer any one of the following questions in about 100 -150 words.              ( 8×1=8) 

i) Mention the four reasons for the discontent that led to the 1857 War of Independence.     

                                                                         Or  

Mention the various ways in which the British and German soldiers become friends and find things in 

common at Christmas.      

 

 10 Answer any one of the following questions in about 100 -150 words.             ( 8x 1=8)      

i) What was Mrs Gupta's advice to Hafeez Contractor? What made her advice him so? 

                                                                           Or 

Describe the second  meeting of the little boy and the Giant  after a long interval.  

 

 

                                                                        *** 


